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Serial Killers & Organized Crime have Trackable Financial Serial Numbers
Drug cartels, organized crime and those that wish to
deceive, use ca$h. They cannot afford to be tracked by
technology within the financial world, but they can be and
are by those that have adopted the LENSS Currency
Tracking Platform.
Let us not beat around the bush, ca$h is an issue in
further the supply of drugs, money laundering and
organized crimes true cash flow. The drug cartel has to
have that cycle of supply and return. They pay cash to
manufacture, distribute and then return their enormous
profits, which are in cash to enable them to start the cycle
all over again.
It is the same for organized criminals, using a cycle of
distribution of monies through money washing
businesses. They open business fronts that are cash only
business and mix their criminal monies to their daily
business, hoping to hide those illicit funds.
Every single outlet for cash can now be tracked. Once
Organized Crime or Drug Buy Funds are placed in society, they get spent.
Just think, where can you be invisible and spend money among others who are legitimately
spending their cash?
Auction House (Art, Cars etc.)
Real Estate (Large Property)

Boat Dealer (Expensive Boats)
Various Cash Businesses

Car Dealers (Expensive Cars)
Casinos (Business & Pleasure)
Gambling of All Kinds

Let us concentrate on these that spring to mind. These are exactly what the drug cartel,
organized crime and most of you think are the cash or currency outlets.
Law enforcement today are using the same methods of inserting known funds into the drug and
organized marketplace. You are photocopying the currency, or taking pictures with your
Smartphones, then placing in an envelope. Waiting for someone to find the currency on the
streets so you can retrace the thread of who had it and where it has been. It sadly has to be
retrieved and checked across the original photocopies or photographs, which is boring and rarely
brings the results you were looking
for. In reality, it is a failure, but that
is the method, until now!
If you are doing this, then you are
our client and we will take you
into the 21st Century overnight!
All the copier companies will wonder
why your volume of photocopying has
drastically gone down and your time
management efficiency has skyrocketed!
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Another secret, the LENSS Currency Tracking Platform© increases those working on drug
cases exponential and is the ‘Force Multiplier’ without having to hire more street-level officers.
Imagine that, a solution that is so affordable and acceptable, that no one ever thought of it
before. A DEA, ACC was recently dumbfounded when introduced to this revolutionary LENSS
Currency Tracking Platform. Every single objection on why it couldn’t be introduced and
utilized was dispelled in seconds. Created by former law enforcement for law enforcement.
It is secure, CJIS compliant, real-time database with extreme necessary encryption.
So, what are we talking about? When preparing for a ‘Drug Buy’, simply follow these steps.
The LENSS Currency Counter and Proprietary Patented
Software Platform:

counts the bills, virtually all denominations,
records the serial number
takes pictures of the front and back of the
currency
now create your case file and send to the cloud
All in seconds…
This case related currency
is now on the LENSS Network, within your
agency, all related street officers are now working
on your case. They make a traffic stop and the
individual is suspicious, he or she has cash on
them. The officer simply using either their laptop
or their Smartphone enter LENSS in the cloud and
check the serial numbers of the currency. If there
is a hit, they are informed for reasoning to further
detain the suspect.
The original detective who uploaded the ‘Drug Buy
Funds’, is now informed by SMS Text and Email
within thirty (30) seconds, that some of that
currency has surfaced and the individual in whose
possession it was found has been detained. The
two officers can now communicate and solve
another case.
The street-level officers have not been apprised that
this currency is ‘Drug Buy Funds’ or has access to the case file whatsoever. This
guarantees the anonymity of the case or for what purpose further investigation is
required.
This is a ‘Force Multiplier’ Extraordinaire, the likes of which have never been seen
before. It is a true global networking tool for stopping the currency trafficking and drug
cartels ability to hide the cash. The one means that dominate the drug trade, currency,
cash, their lifeblood and potential death sentence to others.
The LENSS Currency Tracking Platform is the game changer for the High Impact Drug
Task Agency, DEA, ATF, County Sheriff, and City Police Forces. It is identifying the cash,
the sources and removing the cash from the system and importantly those attached to it.
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So, stop photocopying and using your
Smartphone to capture currency bill images.
Then wasting countless hours going through
those images trying to match the bills.

The LENSS Currency Tracking Platform is a
cost-effective tool for the job and available now.
Our LENSS Asset Forfeiture Solution will
enhance your cases and save time in the
recording of evidence securely.
Also available for Commercial Banking, Race
Track and Casino Solutions in regard to
money laundering.

LENSS is the Change…

WE ARE IN THE NOW & KEEP YOU; IN THE KNOW…
R’s

Nicholas Ashton
Strategic Development
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